Introduction
In the past, analytical research sought to lower the detection limits for existing methods and to invent new techniques for total element determinations. Research in recent years, however, has focused on the identification and quantification of trace element compounds. This research area, which is often called 'speciation' [1] Electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometers operate element-specifically and offer low detection limits.
However, the sample (generally a solution) must be dried and ashed prior to atomization. These sequential steps prevent the direct coupling of a continuously working chromatograph with the graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometer: several systems have been developed to overcome this difficulty [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and these methods were recently summarized [10 and 11] . Brinckman Control System). The effluent from the column passes through a flow-through cell made of polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) with a dead volume of 0"03 ml [3] . The liquid enters the cell through a dead volume connector at the bottom of the cell. Excess effluent, not used for injections into the graphite tube, is removed at the top of the cell by a water aspirator [3] . The Three parameters characterize each peak: maximum, left limit, and right limit. The limits are found by determining, starting from the maximum in direction of either higher or lower retention times, the point on the retention time axis, at which the curve falls under the base-line plus half of the noise. The example in figure 4 shows $9 as the left limit and Sll as the right limit. If there is no such a peak limit found between two consecutive peaks (poorly resolved peaks), the lowest signal between the maxima is taken as the corresponding peak limit.
Interpolation
The type of interpolation that may be applied to the raw data of the chromatogram strongly depends on the appearance of the chromatogram. [14] .
Interpolations with Gaussian curves are performed in a straightforward manner. A Gaussian curve is positioned at every peak, and its parameters are then iterated until the sum of the squares of the deviations of the experimental data from the curve (calculated data) is at a minimum. To model unsymmetrical peak-shapes and tailings of peaks, the peak cannot be represented by a simple Gaussian curve, but, rather, must be modelled with two halves of different curves representing the left and the right part of the peak.
Therefore, four parameters characterize the Gaussian shape: position of the maximum, height of the maximum, left width, and right width. The initial Gaussian curves are established with the maximum and height representing the values generated by the peak-finding procedure; the widths of the left or right half of the curve, w and WR, are actually estimated as a third of the distance, x or XR, between the peak maximum tmax and the left or the right limit, t or tR (see figure 5) . Thus Applicability to other GFAA spectrometers
The HPLC-GFAAS system described in this paper can be used for the separation and determination of compounds containing any element that can be detected with electrothermal AAS.
Other spectrometers that use an analogous concept of control can be coupled with a chromatographic system by adapting the interface accordingly. Compact instruments may cause difficulties because they usually offer no direct access to the electronics controlling the autosampler and the spectrometer.
The whole software, or parts of it, can be used and adapted for the chromatographic evaluation of signal figure 5 , except for the sample volume (100 tl).
responses recorded by other detectors; in this case, the data must be imported into the program in a proper format.
